We consider the problem of dynamic allocation of a single server with batch processing capability to a set of parallel queues+ Jobs from different classes cannot be processed together in the same batch+ The arrival processes are mutually independent Poisson flows with equal rates+ Batches have independent and identically distributed exponentially distributed service times, independent of the batch size and the arrival processes+ It is shown that for the case of infinite buffers, allocating the server to the longest queue, stochastically maximizes the aggregate throughput of the system+ For the case of equal-size finite buffers the same policy stochastically minimizes the loss of jobs due to buffer overflows+ Finally, for the case of unequalsize buffers, a threshold-type policy is identified through an extensive simulation study and shown to consistently outperform other conventional policies+ The good performance of the proposed threshold policy is confirmed in the heavy-traffic regime using a fluid model+
THE MODEL
We consider the problem of dynamic allocation of a single server with batch processing capability to a set of parallel queues+ Jobs from different classes cannot be processed together in the same batch+ A canonical application of the model is in the area of flexible manufacturing where a factory workstation has batch-processing capabilities and is able to work on multiple classes of production processes~e+g+, an oven in a semiconductor manufacturing plant!+ However, each production process has its own set of specifications, therefore prohibiting the mixing of jobs from different processes+ Other applications can also be found in transportation systems or communication systems+ A typical example in communication systems is a serialto-parallel bus, where messages arrive to some serial input port and need to be forwarded to B slower output ports+ The batch capability of the server captures this essential feature of such a device+ In all of these applications, important performance measures are the system throughput and, in the presence of finite buffers, the job loss due to overflows+
To make things concrete about the model, we consider a system composed of N parallel queues served by a single server+ The queues have buffer sizes C i , i ϭ1, + + + , N, that could be infinite or finite+ The job arriving stream to the ith queue is a Poisson process A i ϭ $ A i~t !; t ʦ R ϩ %, where A i~t ! is the number of attempted arrivals to queue i in the time interval @0, t !+ The arrival processes A 1 , + + + , A N are assumed to be mutually independent and have equal rates l~symmetric arrivals!+ We next specify the batching mechanism employed by the server:
• Each batch must be formed from jobs belonging to the same queue+ • The maximum batch size is B jobs, where B Ͻ C i , i ϭ 1, + + + , N; however, the server is allowed to pick any number of jobs ՅB~from the same queue! when forming a batch+ • Batches have independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! exponentially distributed service times, independent of the batch size and the arrival processes+ Finally, it is assumed that the resetting cost of the server for switching to a different class is essentially zero+ At certain time instants the server must decide from which of the N queues to form a batch for processing+ The decision mechanism employed by the server defines a server allocation policy+ In this article we restrict attention to the set G of nonanticipative, nonpreemptive, and nonidling policies+ The nonanticipative restriction implies that the server utilizes only present and past system state information when making decisions+ We are interested in dynamically allocating the server so as to stochastically maximize the system's throughput and, in the case of finite buffers, to minimize the long-term average loss flow~due to buffer overflows!+ The parallel queuing scheduling problem for a single server with single job processing capability has received considerable attention in the literature+ For perfectly symmetric systems~equal rate Poisson arrivals, i+i+d+ exponential service times, and equal-size buffers!, it has been shown in previous articles @16,18# that the Long-est Queue first~LQ! policy stochastically maximizes the total departure process and, in the case of finite buffers, stochastically minimizes the number of total job losses due to overflow among all preemptive and nonidling policies+ The result has been extended in @17# to the case of unequal buffers and general i+i+d+ service distribution+ By using a coupling argument, it has been shown that the fewest empty space first~FES! policy stochastically minimizes the total-loss process among all nonpreemptive and nonidling policies+ On the other hand, the problem of batch processing for a single queue with Poisson arrival and general renewal service processes~independent of the batch size! has been studied in @2#, where Markov decision theory is used to establish the optimality of a threshold-type policy with idling allowed+ A similar problem is considered in @1#, where the batch-processing time is a function of the individual jobs' processing times+ It is shown that a threshold-type policy optimizes a long-run average-cost criterion+ In @4#, structural properties of the optimal policy that minimizes the makespan and the flow time are derived for the above problem+ In @3#, the static~no future arrivals! and dynamic problems of the optimal scheduling of incompatible classes of jobs on a batch-processing machine are examined, and a characterization of the optimal policy is provided along with an easy-to-implement heuristic scheduling scheme+ Other heuristic scheduling policies for the static problem are presented in @15#+
The batch capability of the server fundamentally alters the queuing dynamics of the system and introduces a dilemma not present in the case of single job processing+ This can be best explained by considering the following example+ In a system comprised of two parallel queues with buffer capacity C 1 ϭ 5, C 2 ϭ 10 and maximum batch size B ϭ 4, suppose that at some decision instant, the queue lengths are 3 and 5, respectively+ If the server decides to serve the first queue because it is closer to overflowing, it would result in an underutilization of resources+ If, on the other hand, it decides to serve the second queue, it risks losing jobs due to a possible overflow of the first queue+ Thus, in general, the server needs to strike a fine balance between these two objectives+ For systems with single job processing capabilities, this is not an issue because no matter which queue the server is allocated to, it can only process one job+
In this article, we show that, for the case of infinite buffers, allocating the server to the longest queue stochastically maximizes the aggregate throughput of the system+ For the case of equal-size finite buffers, the same policy stochastically minimizes the loss of jobs due to buffer overflows+ Finally, for the case of unequal-size buffers, a threshold-type policy is identified through an extensive simulation study and shown to consistently outperform other conventional policies+ The good performance of the proposed threshold policy is confirmed in the heavy-traffic regime using a fluid model+
To show the results we make extensive use of the coupling method to establish desired stochastic ordering @6#+ These techniques have proved to be powerful tools in solving optimal scheduling or routing problems~e+g+, see @5,7,9,11-13# and the references cited therein!+ Building on this basis, this article contributes in the following two directions+ First, the classical parallel queuing model is extended by adding the batch-processing capability of the server+ Second, the presence of a batch service mechanism introduces complications both at the technical and at the conceptual levels in making pathwise comparisons between alternative policies under various coupling structures+ Moreover, the case of unequal buffers introduces new sample path dynamics that are not present in the single job processing capability case+ The emerging complications are then successfully resolved+
The remainder of this article is organized as follows+ Section 2 covers the notations and some preliminary results+ Sections 3 and 4 present the detailed proofs using coupling arguments for systems with infinite buffer capacities and for systems with equal-size finite buffers, respectively+ In Section 5, the case of unequal-size finite buffers is discussed+ We present selected simulations that help identify a threshold-type policy, which is then shown to be optimal using a fluid model approach in heavy traffic+ Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6+
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Before proceeding with the results we define some notations that will be used later+ For a system operating under server allocation policy g ʦ G, let $X g~t !; t Ն 0% denote the joint queue length process, where
being the number of jobs in queue i~not including the jobs in service! at time t+ Define the total-loss process $L g~t !; t Ն 0%, where L g~t ! gives the total number of lost jobs due to buffer overflows in the time interval @0, t ! for policy g ʦ G+ Similarly, define the total-departure process $D g~t !; t Ն 0%, where D g~t ! gives the total number of jobs that have departed from the system in @0, t !+ Finally, denote by b g~t ! the batch size that policy g allocates to the server at decision instant t+
In addition, we introduce the following partial ordering of random variables and processes+ More details on stochastic orderings can be found in @11,13# for example+
The next two lemmas identify some important properties of the scheduling policies which are needed later+ Lemma 2.2: Given two initial states a~0! ϭ~a 1~0 !, + + + , a N~0 !! and b~0! ϭ
For an arbitrary policy a ʦ G that operates on a system starting with a~0!, there exists a policy b ʦ G which starts with b~0!, such that
where X a~t ! denotes the queue length vector of the system operating under policy a at time t, and similarly for X b~t !. When all buffers are of finite sizes, this implies
Proof: In order to show~2!, we simply need to construct a coupling~Z X
, and for all t Ն 0,
and in the finite buffer case,
where the "hat" symbol denotes the coupled versions of the processes, and ϭ d denotes the equality of their finite dimensional distributions+ Refer to, for example, @6# for details about coupling and stochastic comparison techniques+ Because all of the arrival processes are Poisson of equal rate l, one can uniformize the input flows and assume equivalently that there exists a single Poisson input process of rate Nl, and every arrival can join each of the N queues with equal probability 10N+
We now couple the system operating under policy b, with the one operating under policy a in the following way+ First, we give the two systems the same arrival processes+ Second, letting Z S n a be the service time of the nth batch to complete service under a, we set Z S n b ϭ Z S n a~s ince the service times are i+i+d+ exponentially distributed, independent of the batch sizes, and, hence, with identical statistics in all queues!+ For ease of exposition, we denote queue i in the system operating under policy a by i a , and similarly we define index i b + Note that the queue length vector will only change at an arrival epoch or at a decision epoch+ Because the arrival processes of both systems are perfectly synchronized, at an arrival epoch the same queue in both systems will simultaneously increase by 1; in the finite buffer case, the arrival may be lost by both systems or only by the system under a, given relation~3! holds before the arrival+ In both cases, relation~3! continues to hold~inductively!+ Suppose~3! holds for t ʦ @0, t# , where t Ն 0 is a decision epoch under policy a+ At this instant, suppose policy a allocates the server to queue k and serves a batch of size b a~t !+ We examine next the following three cases+ arrival, policy a is still serving a batch, and because b needs to be nonidling, we then let b immediately start a batch of size 1 with a service time equal to the remaining service time of the batch being served by policy a+ Note that this is feasible because the batch service time is exponentially distributed, and therefore the random variable S Ϫ u6S Ͼ u is still exponentially distributed+ Under the above construction, it is easy to check that~3! continues to hold from t ϩ until the next decision epoch+ By inductively applying the above argument, policy b is then constructed in a pathwise fashion with relationship~3! holding for all times, where b is clearly nonidling, nonpreemptive, and nonanticipative+ Because losses only occur at arrival epochs, as long as~3! holds,~4! follows easily+ This completes the proof of the lemma+ Ⅲ Note that the scheduling decision is twofold: first, to decide which queue to serve next and, then, how many jobs to be included in a batch+ The next lemma addresses the second issue and establishes the optimal batch size+ It is based on the observation that a larger batch is always preferred because service times are independent of the batch size; that is, at each decision epoch, once the queue to serve is determined, say queue i, the server should always form a batch of size
where X i is the number of jobs present in queue i+ We denote by G *~ʚ G! the set of all policies that follow this batching rule+
When all buffers are finite, this implies
hence, relationship (5) gives the optimal batching rule.
* , let t 0 be the first decision instant that it does not follow~5! when forming a batch+ Suppose at that instant that the server is allocated to queue j+ We then construct a coupled system by giving it the same arrival and service processes as in the proof of Lemma 2+2! and define policy b 1 as follows: During time interval @0, t 0 !, let b 1 follow b 0 ; at decision epoch t 0 , let b 1 allocate the server also to queue j, but form a batch according to~5!+ This then gives
Now, simply apply Lemma 2+2 to define the actions of b 1 for t Ͼ t 0 + We then have
By inductively applying the above argument, we can improve the policies sequentially+ Clearly, the limit b * is a policy that follows~5! at each event instant; thus, it belongs to G * +
Ⅲ
Given the result of Lemma 2+3, we can now simply focus on the problem to which queue to allocate the processing power of the server while assuming that the server always obeys the optimal batching rule given by~5!+
THE CASE OF INFINITE BUFFERS
In this section we prove the optimality of the Longest Queue~LQ! first policy for the case of infinite buffers+ 
for all nonpreemptive and nonidling g ʦ G, with X LQ~0 ! ϭ X g~0 !.
Proof: From Lemma 2+3 we can simply restrict our attention to policies in G * + Let g ʦ G * be an arbitrary policy+ Without loss of generality, let t ϭ 0 be the first decision instant that policy g differs from the LQ policy+ It then suffices to show that there exists a policy p ʦ G, which follows LQ at t ϭ 0~and is appropriately defined at all other decision instants!, such that
provided that X p~0 ! ϭ X g~0 !+ Based on Lemma 2+3, we can then find an improved policy p * ʦ G * that satisfies~7! as well+ The proposition can then be established by inductively applying the above argument+
In order to show~7! and~8!, again we use the coupling argument+ We construct two coupled~hat! systems: one operating under g and the other under p, where Z X p~0 ! ϭ Z X g~0 !, and they have the same arrival and service processes as described in the proof of Lemma 2+2+ Let Z X p , Z X g , and Z D p , Z D g be the corresponding queue lengths and departure processes, respectively, under this construction+ Let $ A g~t !; t Ն 0% be the total number of arrivals in the time interval @0, t ! in the system under policy g+ Based on the structural relations
it can be seen that~8! follows immediately from~7! due to the coupling of the initial queue lengths and the arrival processes of the two systems+ Hence, it suffices to establish that
for all t Ն 0+ Suppose that queue l has the maximum number of jobs at time t ϭ 0+ Then policy p allocates the server to queue l, serving a batch of size b p~0 ! ϭ Z X l p~0 ! ∧ B, whereas g assigns the server to some other nonempty queue j with
The queue lengths immediately after time t ϭ 0, in the systems operating under policies p and g respectively, are then given by
We now consider the following two cases+
Case a: Suppose Z X l~0 ! Ͼ B; then, b p~0 ! ϭ B+ From t ϭ 0 ϩ on, let policy p follow policy g exactly~i+e+, serving the same queue with the same batch size! until the first time t it cannot do so; that is, t is the first decision instant that g allocates the server to queue l to serve a batch of size b g~t ! Ͼ Z X l p~t !+ If there is no such instant, we then simply set t ϭ`+ In the case t ϭ`, relation~9! follows immediately, as p has served more jobs than g in the first decision epoch and then follows g exactly afterward+ Now suppose t Ͻ`+ Because p follows g exactly in the time interval~0, t!, relations~10!-~12! continue to hold+ At time t ϭ t, let p allocate the server to queue j and serve a batch of size b g~0 !+ We then get
Now simply apply Lemma 2+2 to construct actions of policy p for t Ͼ t; the results of Lemma 2+2 then imply~9! immediately+
The queue lengths of both systems after the allocation are then given by
We now switch the roles of queues l and j in the system operating under policy p; that is, queue l~resp+ j ! in the system operating under policy p will be coupled with queue j~resp+ l ! in the system operating under policy g+ The above switch implies that whenever there is an arrival to l g~r esp+ j g !, there is also an arrival to queue j p~r esp+ l p !+ This is permissible because each arrival of the uniformized Poisson input stream is equally likely to join each of the N queues+ The switch then gives
where the subscripts @i # , i ϭ 1, + + + , N, denote the new labels of the buffers in the system operating under policy p+ Now simply apply Lemma 2+2 to construct actions of policy p for t Ͼ 0; the results of Lemma 2+2 then imply~9! immediately+ 
OPTIMALITY OF FES TO FINITE BUFFERS WITH EQUAL SIZES
In this section, we establish the optimality of the Fewest Empty Space~FES! first policy for the case of equal-size finite buffers+ In particular, we show that it minimizes the average long-run loss of jobs due to buffer overflows+ It is worth noting that due to the fact that all queues have equal buffer capacity, the FES policy is equivalent to the LQ policy+ 
for all nonpreemptive and nonidling g ʦ G provided X FES~0 ! ϭ X g~0 !.
Proof: From Lemma 2+3, we can simply restrict our attention to policies in G * + Let g ʦ G * be an arbitrary policy and let t ϭ 0 be the first decision instant that it differs from the FES policy~if there is no such instant, then the proof is complete+!+ It suffices to show that there exists a policy p ʦ G which follows policy FES at t ϭ 0 and is appropriately defined afterward! such that
Based on Lemma 2+3, we can then find an improved policy p * ʦ G * also satisfying 20!+ By inductively applying the argument, we then establish the proposition+ In order to show~20!, we will again make use of the coupling argument+ First assume that Z X p~0 ! ϭ Z X g~0 !+ We couple the arrival processes~resp+ the service processes! of the two systems operating under policies g and p in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2+2+ In addition, define h i g~r esp+ h i p ! to be the first time that buffer i g~r esp+ i p ! overflows+ At t ϭ 0, suppose that queue l is the longest+ However, policy g allocates the server to some other nonempty queue j with X j~0 ! Ͻ X l~0 ! and forms a batch of size 
We now consider the following two cases:~I! X l~0 ! Ͼ B and~II! X l~0 ! Յ B+ Case I: Suppose that X l~0 ! Ͼ B, which immediately implies that b p~0 ! ϭ B+ We must then have for t ϭ 0,
Note that as long as relations~24! and~25! are maintained, buffer j p will not overflow and the total overflow of the system under policy p cannot be larger than that of the system under policy g+ Figure 1 . Queue lengths at t ϭ 0 ϩ + For t Ͼ 0, let policy p follow policy g~serving the same queue with the same batch size! until time T :ϭ min~s, z, t!, where s, z, and t are defined as follows:
a+ Let s be the first time that p can no longer come up with the same batch size as g+ At this instant, policy g must be serving queue l with batch size b g~t ! Ͼ X l p~t !+ b+ Let z be the first time that g serves queue l after h l g~i +e+, after buffer l g overflowed!+ c+ Let t be the first time that~25! no longer holds+ This could be either because more jobs arrived at buffer j or because more service effort was allocated to queue l+
To define the actions of policy p for t Ն T, we discuss the three cases separately+
, then policy p can always follow g exactly for t Ͼ t+ From time t and afterward, queue @ j # in the system under p will lose at most D ZL @ j #~t ! more jobs than g+ Therefore,
!+ Immediately after time t ϭ 0, the queue lengths of both systems are given by
This can be considered simply as a special case of Case c+2+ We just switch the role of queue l and queue j in the system operating under p, so that queue l p~r esp+ j p ! will be coupled with queue j g~r esp+ l g ! for both the arrival and service processes+ This then gives relation~1! at time 0 ϩ + Again apply Lemma 2+2; it immediately follows that ZL p~t ! Յ ZL g~t ! for all t Ն 0+ Hence, in all cases, we have ZL p~t ! Յ ZL g~t ! for all t Ն 0+ This completes the proof of the proposition+ Ⅲ
FINITE BUFFERS OF UNEQUAL SIZES
In many practical situations, the buffers of the various queues may have unequal sizes+ For obvious reasons, we assume that min i $C i % Ͼ B+ As mentioned in Section 1, Wasserman and Bambos @17# showed that the fewest empty space first~FES! policy stochastically minimizes the total-loss process among all nonpreemptive and nonidling policies in the case of single-job processing+ However, this is no longer the case in the presence of batch processing+ We reexamine a variation of a situation presented in Section 1+ Consider the following situation: In a system composed of two parallel queues with buffer sizes C 1 ϭ 50 and C 2 ϭ 100, respectively, and maximum batch capacity B ϭ 25, suppose that at some decision instant the queue lengths are given by~X 1 , X 2 ! ϭ~1,25!+ The FES policy would then allocate the server to the first queue which contains a single job, although both buffers are far from overflowing+ This decision results in a clear underutilization of the server's processing power+ If the second queue was chosen instead, then the server could have formed a full batch of 25 jobs+ This example clearly demonstrates the server's dilemma, namely whether to maximize the number of empty spaces in each buffer or maximize its utilization+ Moreover, it suggests that a policy attempting to balance these two objectives should perform well+ Therefore, we propose the following threshold-type policy+ Let T be the threshold level for the number of empty spaces in every queue+ Then, if the remaining number of empty spaces in some queue is below T, then the server is allocated to the queue with the fewest empty spaces+ If, on the other hand, the number of empty spaces in all queues exceeds the threshold level T, then the server is allocated to the longest queue, in order to maximize its utilization+ A simulation study was undertaken to compare the performance of the proposed threshold policy against other scheduling policies such as FES, LQ, and nonidling Round Robin~RR!, where the latter policy allocates the server to the N queues sequentially and skips the empty queues with zero switching time+ The service time distribution for each queue was exponential of rate µ ϭ 1+ The arrival process is Poisson with different input intensities ranging from light to medium and then to heavy traffic+ Each simulation run had no initialization period, due to the long time horizon used~1 million event epochs!+ All runs began with a naively given initial state and were terminated when the number of event epochs reached the given prespecified level+ Moreover, the systems operating under the various policies were coupled, so that they were given the same arrival processes and the same service time processes+ A related issue was to determine the size of the "optimal" threshold by simulation+ We considered systems composed of two, three, and four queues for various arrival rates and various batch and buffer sizes+ A fairly large number of threshold levels were examined in each case~e+g+, for the third scenario, we used T ϭ 2,4,6,8; for the fourth one, Tϭ5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 !+ The results of these simulations are summarized in Table 1~average over 100 runs, with 1 million event epochs per run!+ All the results suggest that the best threshold level is given by
The results of the simulation study that compares the various policies for systems composed of two queues are shown in Figure 2~average over 100 runs!+ The top left panel in Figure 2 corresponds to a system in which one of the queues has a very small number of buffer places+ It can be seen that in the presence of light traffic low total arrival rate to the system!, the FES policy outperformed the remaining scheduling policies in terms of jobs lost due to buffer overflows and, consequently, in terms of jobs departed from the system~due to the coupling of arrival and service time processes employed in the simulation!+ It is worth noting that no large differences between the "optimal" threshold~TH-1, T ϭ 1! and FES policies were observed+ On the other hand, the second threshold policy~TH-0, T ϭ 0! considered, and, in particular, the RR and the LQ policies, clearly underperformed the remaining policies+ However, in the presence of heavy traffic, the two threshold policies performed considerably better in terms of lost jobs~and in terms of departures! than the 
other three policies+ Moreover, the larger the arrival rate, the larger the improvement in their performance+ For systems with larger buffer spaces~remaining three panels in Fig+ 2!, the threshold policies outperformed the other policies in heavy traffic, although for light traffic, the performance of all the policies under consideration was essentially identical+ However, the "optimal" threshold policy~i+e+, TH-6, TH-5, and TH-25! outperformed its threshold competitor~i+e+, TH-4, TH-3, and TH-20, respectively!, although the differences could be characterized as marginal+ It is worth noting that the LQ policy exhibited the worst overall performance, whereas the performance of the RR policy improved as the number of buffer spaces increased~compare, in particular, the two bottom panels!+ In Figures 3 and 4 , comparisons of the various policies for larger systemsinvolving up to 20 queues-with a much more unbalanced distribution of buffer sizes are presented+ The results are fairly similar with those obtained from two- queue systems+ However, it is worth noting the inferior performance of the RR for a larger system with fairly small buffers~see the right-hand panel of Fig+ 3!; similarly, when the size of the threshold starts deviating markedly from the optimal, the performance of a threshold policy deteriorates significantly, although it still outperforms the nonthreshold-based policies+
Performance Evaluation of the Threshold Policy
In this subsection, we examine the performance of the proposed threshold policy+ In order to keep things simple, we examine the case of two queues, but the methodol- ogy generalizes to handle an arbitrary number of queues in a straightforward manner+ We introduce a fluid model, where the queues correspond to reservoirs of size C i , i ϭ1, 2, containing fluid and the batch capability of the server to a bucket of size B that is used to empty them+ Let l i denote the rate at which liquid flows into reservoir i, t i the time required to empty reservoir i, c i the cost per unit volume for fluid lost from reservoir i, and x i~yi ! the volume of fluid in reservoir i at the present next! decision epoch+ Here, we focus on stationary policies that each control decision depends only on the current state information+ The problem can then be formulated using the standard stochastic dynamic control approach~refer to, e+g+, @10#!+ Let V~x 1 , x 2 ! be the a-discounted cost function under optimal control with respect to initial reservoir levels ?x ϭ~x 1 , x 2 !+ At the initial decision epoch, if we choose to empty the fluid from reservoir 1, the dynamics are
The amount of fluid lost from the system is given bỹ 
where ?y 1~? x! ϭ~y 1 , y 2 !~see~32!-~33!! and analogously for ?y 2~? x!+ Corresponding to the discrete model we considered in earlier sections, we can assume that l i ϭ l, c i ϭ 1, i ϭ 1,2, and t 1 ϭ t 2 ϭ 1, because service times are independent of the buffer sizes+ Problem~35! can be solved by the standard successive approximation method by setting V~;0! ϭ 0 and the discount factor to a value very close to 1 @e+g+, exp~Ϫa! ϭ 0+999# + The numerical results obtained for a number of cases, including those presented in Table 1 involving two queues, are in complete agreement with our simulation results+
Remark 5.1: There are other ways to investigate the performance of the threshold policies for systems with finite buffers of unequal sizes+ For example, one can formulate the corresponding problem as a semi-Markov decision problem @8# and then proceed to establish properties of the optimal scheduling policy+ However, the fluid formulation presented above captures all of the essential features of the system under consideration, but still remains fairly straightforward to analyze and identify the optimal rule+
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article, the problem of dynamic allocation of a server with batch-processing capability to incompatible job classes is studied+ The main results derived in this work can be summarized as follows:
• Under symmetric loading and all buffers having infinity capacity, it is shown that the Longest Queue~LQ! first policy maximizes the system's aggregate throughput+ • When all buffers are finite and of equal sizes, the LQ policy is equivalent to the Fewest-Empty-Space queue first policy, which is shown to stochastically minimize the total losses due to buffer overflows+ • When all buffers are finite but of unequal sizes, there is a nontrivial decision to be made that balances the immediate benefits of fully utilizing the server capacity with the potential danger of traffic loss caused by overflow due to limited buffer space+ Through simulation studies, we identify a thresholdtype policy that consistently outperforms other scheduling policies that have been proposed in the literature; the optimal threshold level is given by T ϭ min i $C i % Ϫ B+ The results are also verified in the heavy-traffic regime by evaluating the performance of a fluid model under the threshold policy using dynamic programming arguments+
There are several interesting issues for further investigations; among them arẽ i! whether the LQ and0or the FES policies continue to be optimal for the model under investigation for general service time distributions and~ii! if, in addition, preemptive service disciplines are allowed+
